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(54) CUTTABLE CLADDING PANEL WITH A MATCHING PATTERN, USE AND MANUFACTURING 
METHOD THEREOF

(57) The present invention relates to a cuttable clad-
ding panel with a matching pattern, the use, and the de-
sign method thereof. The cladding panel comprises an
irregular pattern (10) of elongated lines, veins, and/or
strips; transverse cutting lines (20) all of them cutting
through the pattern at identical transverse intersecting
points symmetrical with respect to a longitudinal axis of
symmetry (SL); pairs of longitudinal cutting lines (30)
symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal axis of sym-

metry (SL), each pair of longitudinal cutting lines cutting
through the pattern at identical longitudinal intersecting
points; with said cutting lines crossing one another at
corner points (P); wherein each transverse intersecting
point (21) is at the same distance from a corner point (P)
as a corresponding longitudinal intersecting point (31);
with two parts obtained by cutting the cladding panel (1)
along any cutting line having a matching and continuous
irregular pattern (10).
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Description

Field of the Art

[0001] The present invention relates to a cuttable clad-
ding panel with a matching pattern, to the manufacturing
method, as well as to the use of said cladding panel for
cladding kitchen worktops.
[0002] The matching pattern is a visible pattern which,
upon joining different parts provided with said pattern,
provides continuity from one part to another, giving an
impression of wholeness and continuity between the dif-
ferent parts.
[0003] In this case, a cladding panel provided with an
irregular pattern of elongated lines, veins, and/or strips
which can be cut to different sizes is proposed, maintain-
ing the match of the pattern between the resulting parts
after cutting.

State of the Art

[0004] Cladding panels provided with a pattern of lines,
veins, and/or strips envisaged such that the lines, veins,
and/or strips are continuous from one panel to another
when they are located next to other similar or identical
panels, offering a semblance of continuity, are known.
[0005] Documents US5011411, US2007178286,
US1973564, EP2177687, and US1453728 show differ-
ent examples of ceramic cladding panels provided with
different patterns of ornamental motifs made up of lines,
veins, and/or strips the arrangement of which allows plac-
ing different cladding panels in adjacent positions,
achieving continuity of said patterns among the panels.
[0006] However, if the panels proposed in these doc-
uments were to be cut, their capacity to be put together
to achieve pattern continuity between adjacent panels
would be lost, making the adaptation thereof to surfaces
of different sizes impossible.
[0007] Furthermore, the patterns shown in these doc-
uments are regular patterns made up of pure geometric
shapes such as straight lines, circular segments, etc.
[0008] Document CN103241049A also describes
cladding panels that imitate natural stone containing an
irregular pattern of veins. The pattern of the different pan-
els is designed so that, when the panels are placed in a
specific order and relative position, the irregular pattern
between contiguous panels is continuous, offering the
semblance of a continuous pattern.
[0009] However, this document also does not allows
cutting the cladding panels to adapt same to the different
required sizes without the desired effect of continuity in
the irregular pattern of lines, veins, and/or strips being
lost.
[0010] Document WO2016189377 (ENROK SUR-
FACE) discloses a method of manufacturing an artificial
stone slab with irregular veins which may have any con-
figuration that is, however, in accordance with a previ-
ously fixed pattern, which method comprises preparing

a moldable hardenable mass of a first material and en-
graving the exposed upper face of the mentioned mass
with a predefined precise pattern of open grooves coin-
ciding with a pattern of veins, and subsequently filling
said grooves using a head that projects a mixture of a
second material, said head being moved by an automat-
ed arm following said pattern of the open grooves.
[0011] This invention arises as a result of the need to
develop a solution which allows cutting the cladding pan-
els provided with an irregular pattern of lines, veins, strips
or other motifs to different sizes, for the adaptation thereof
to different substrates to be clad, while at same time al-
lowing the attainment of the mentioned pattern continuity
between adjacent panels resulting from the cut.

Brief Description of the Invention

[0012] According to a first aspect, the present invention
relates to a cuttable cladding panel with a matching pat-
tern.
[0013] A matching pattern is a continuous pattern that
can be visually distinguished between adjacent elements
provided with said matching pattern. In other words, two
panels provided with a coordinated matching pattern can
be placed one next to the other, with their adjacent bor-
ders forming a joint, such that the pattern is continuous
from one panel to another coinciding at the point where
the pattern of one panel and the pattern of the other panel
reach the joint between both panels.
[0014] The proposed cladding panel includes, in a
manner known in the state in the art:

• a front face and a back face, the front face including
an irregular pattern of elongated lines, veins, and/or
strips;

• transverse cutting lines determining cutting lines for
cutting the cladding panel to obtain portions of clad-
ding panel of different lengths;

• longitudinal cutting lines, symmetrical with respect
to a longitudinal axis of symmetry forming pairs of
longitudinal cutting lines, orthogonal to the trans-
verse cutting lines, determining cutting lines for cut-
ting the cladding panel to obtain portions of cladding
panel of different widths; wherein

• each longitudinal cutting line cuts through the elon-
gated lines, veins, and/or strips of the irregular pat-
tern at longitudinal intersecting points and each
transverse cutting line cuts through the elongated
lines, veins, and/or strips of the irregular pattern at
transverse intersecting points;

• each transverse cutting line intersects with each lon-
gitudinal cutting line at a corner point;

[0015] In other words, the present invention proposes
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creating a cladding panel provided with an irregular pat-
tern, i.e. a pattern that is not defined by geometric motifs,
such as lines or circles.
[0016] The cladding panel will also include a plurality
of longitudinal cutting lines, associated in pairs of longi-
tudinal cutting lines symmetrical with respect to a longi-
tudinal axis of symmetry, and of transverse cutting lines,
corresponding to straight lines along which the cladding
panel can be cut, modifying its size or dividing it into small-
er size sub-panels.
[0017] Each longitudinal cutting line intersects with the
lines, veins, and/or strips of the pattern at points called
longitudinal intersecting points, and similarly each trans-
verse cutting line intersects with the lines, veins, and/or
strips of the pattern at points called transverse intersect-
ing points. It will be understood that the lines, veins,
and/or strips can have a certain thickness, such that the
corresponding longitudinal and/or transverse intersect-
ing point will also have a certain amplitude, without this
affecting the effect being sought. Preferably, two trans-
verse or longitudinal intersecting points which are intend-
ed to coincide with one another must have the same or
very similar width to prevent the presence in the linking
pattern of an abrupt change in the width of the lines, veins,
and/or strips in adjacent parts.
[0018] The transverse and longitudinal cutting lines
can be lines which are physically traced or indicated in
the cladding panel, but it is also contemplated for said
lines to be virtual lines which are not physically indicated
on the cladding panel, having a position and distance
with respect to the borders or with respect to the longi-
tudinal line of symmetry that is known.
[0019] The present invention furthermore proposes, in
a manner not known in the state of the art, that:

• all the transverse cutting lines have the correspond-
ing transverse intersecting points in an identical po-
sition, in longitudinal alignment, said transverse in-
tersecting points being symmetrical with respect to
the longitudinal axis of symmetry;

• the two longitudinal cutting lines of each pair of lon-
gitudinal cutting lines have the corresponding longi-
tudinal intersecting points in an identical position, in
transverse alignment;

• each transverse intersecting point of a transverse
cutting line is at the same distance from a corner
point which said transverse cutting line goes through
as a corresponding longitudinal intersecting point of
a longitudinal cutting line going through said corner
point;

such that two parts obtained by cutting the cladding panel
along any transverse cutting line and/or along any pair
of longitudinal cutting lines located adjacent to their re-
spective coinciding corner points will have, therebe-
tween, a matching and continuous irregular pattern of

elongated lines, veins, and/or strips.
[0020] Each longitudinal cutting line and each trans-
verse cutting line intersect at a corner point which will
become one corner of the part resulting from cutting the
cladding panel along said longitudinal and transverse
cutting lines.
[0021] Therefore, it is proposed for the pattern of lines,
veins, and/or strips and the transverse cutting lines to be
configured such that the transverse intersecting points
of each transverse cutting line are in an identical position
as in the remaining transverse cutting lines, with each
transverse intersecting point being aligned, in a direction
parallel to the longitudinal axis of symmetry, with a trans-
verse intersecting point of each of the remaining trans-
verse cutting lines. This allows, when the cladding panel
is cut along any one of the transverse cutting lines, keep-
ing the position of the transverse intersecting points iden-
tical in the parts resulting from said cut, and identical on
both opposite sides of the resulting part.
[0022] The expression "identical position" shall be un-
derstood to admit deviations of less than 2 cm. If the
deviations between the transverse and longitudinal inter-
secting points remain below this maximum deviation of
2cm, the visual effect resulting from concordance be-
tween the adjacent cut pieces is maintained.
[0023] It is furthermore proposed for the transverse in-
tersecting points of each transverse cutting line to be
symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal axis of sym-
metry.
[0024] Therefore, the parts resulting from cutting the
cladding panel along any of the defined transverse cut-
ting lines may be placed one next to the other, with their
transverse cutting lines parallel to one another and their
corner points coinciding with one another, in any order
and even allowing any of the parts to rotate 180º, main-
taining continuity in the pattern of lines, veins, and/or
strips between the adjacent parts.
[0025] As in the previous case, it will be understood
that the symmetry of the intersecting points of each cut
line admits deviations of less than 2cm, without damaging
the visual effect of concordance.
[0026] Likewise, it is proposed for the pattern of lines,
veins, and/or strips and the longitudinal cutting lines to
be configured such that the longitudinal intersecting
points of each longitudinal cutting line are in an identical
position as the longitudinal intersecting points of another
longitudinal cutting line symmetrical with respect to the
longitudinal axis of symmetry, with each transverse in-
tersecting point being aligned, in a direction perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis of symmetry, with a longitu-
dinal intersecting point of a symmetrical longitudinal cut-
ting line. This allows, when the cladding panel is cut along
two longitudinal cutting lines symmetrical with respect to
the longitudinal axis of symmetry, modifying the width of
the resulting cladding panel, the position of the longitu-
dinal intersecting points remains identical on the two op-
posite sides, corresponding to the symmetrical longitu-
dinal cutting lines, and remains identical in all the parts
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having an identical width obtained from cutting the clad-
ding panel.
[0027] This allows the parts resulting from cutting the
cladding panel along any pair of symmetrical longitudinal
cutting lines to be placed one next to the other, with their
longitudinal cutting lines parallel to one another and their
corner points coinciding with one another, in any order,
maintaining continuity in the pattern of lines, veins, and/or
strips between the adjacent parts.
[0028] The pattern of lines, veins, and/or strips, the lon-
gitudinal cutting lines, and the transverse cutting lines
are configured such that the distance of each transverse
intersecting point of a transverse cutting line with respect
to a corner point defined on said transverse cutting line
is identical to the distance, with respect to that same cor-
ner point, of a longitudinal intersecting point defined on
the longitudinal cutting line passing through said corner
point.
[0029] Regardless of the longitudinal cutting line along
which cutting is performed, this feature allows arranging
the resulting parts adjacent to one another with their cor-
ner points coinciding with one another and with the sides
obtained from cutting along the longitudinal cutting line
joined to the sides obtained from cutting along the trans-
verse cutting line, maintaining continuity in the pattern of
lines, veins, and/or strips between the adjacent parts.
[0030] Therefore, as a result of the foregoing a clad-
ding panel which can be cut to any width defined by a
pair of longitudinal cutting lines and to any length defined
by the transverse cutting lines is obtained, allowing the
parts obtained from said cutting to be freely combined
by placing their corner points such that they coincide with
one another, maintaining the continuity of the lines, veins,
and/or strips forming the pattern between the different
adjacent parts, and achieving an effect of visual continu-
ity.
[0031] This allows a cladding panel to be cut for adap-
tation thereof to a substrate to be clad or to a specific
location, and it allows the remaining parts of the cladding
panel to likewise be utilized, successfully maintaining the
mentioned continuity, thereby obtaining a better visual
result and increasing the utilization of the parts of the
cladding panel, reducing leftover.
[0032] An irregular or random arrangement of the
transverse and longitudinal intersecting points would not
allow the pattern of the parts resulting from cutting to be
continuous with other adjacent parts when the cladding
panel is cut along the longitudinal or transverse cutting
lines.
[0033] The cladding panel is preferably rectangular,
having two longitudinal edges parallel to the longitudinal
axis of symmetry and two transverse edges perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis of symmetry.
[0034] Preferably, the two longitudinal edges can be
considered equivalent to longitudinal cutting lines as they
will have the same features as the longitudinal cutting
lines, i.e., including longitudinal intersecting points in the
same positions as those described in relation to the lon-

gitudinal cutting lines, and the two transverse edges can
be considered equivalent to transverse cutting lines as
they have the same features as the transverse cutting
lines, for the same reason.
[0035] It is also contemplated for a cladding panel to
include more than one longitudinal axis of symmetry that
are adjacent and parallel to one another, each with their
respective pairs of longitudinal cutting lines, therefore al-
lowing the attainment of one or more portions of the clad-
ding panel for each existing longitudinal axis of symme-
try.
[0036] According to one embodiment, the transverse
cutting lines form pairs of transverse cutting lines sym-
metrical with respect to a transverse axis of symmetry,
the transverse axis of symmetry being perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of symmetry.
[0037] It is also proposed for there to be a plurality of
intermediate longitudinal cutting lines adjacent to one an-
other and separated by a distance between two longitu-
dinal cutting lines located on one and the same side of
the longitudinal axis of symmetry. Said plurality of adja-
cent longitudinal cutting lines forms a cutting band.
[0038] The longitudinal intersecting points of the lon-
gitudinal cutting lines of said cutting band are connected
to one another by means of lines, veins, and/or strips of
the irregular pattern that are inclined 45º with respect to
said longitudinal cutting lines, i.e., within the cutting band,
the lines, veins, and/or strips of the pattern will be inclined
45º.
[0039] The mentioned distance separating the longitu-
dinal cutting lines of a cutting band will preferably be
equal to or less than 10 mm, or equal to or less than 4 mm.
[0040] Therefore, the cutting band may virtually con-
tain infinite parallel longitudinal cutting lines, all of them
complying with the described requirements as a result of
the 45º inclination of the lines, veins, and/or strips of the
pattern within said cutting band. In other words, the clad-
ding panel can be cut along any straight line parallel to
the axis of symmetry contained within the cutting band,
maintaining pattern continuity between the resulting
parts.
[0041] To maintain the irregularity of the pattern, it is
suitable for the cutting band to only occupy a portion of
the total surface of the cladding panel, for example oc-
cupying less than 10% of its surface.
[0042] Preferably, the irregular pattern will simulate
veins of natural stone.
[0043] This may be achieved, for example, by means
of an artificial stone slab, i.e., a slab made of mortar or
resins and aggregate granules.
[0044] In such case, the irregular pattern is preferably
formed by elongated lines, veins, and/or strips embedded
in said cladding panel, made of a material visually distin-
guishable from the material forming the rest of the clad-
ding panel. This solution allows the lines, veins, and/or
strips to be visible both on the front face and on the back
face of the cladding panel, even allowing leaving both
faces of the cladding panel exposed, for example, acting
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as a vertical partition, or allowing the interchangeable
placement of the parts resulting from cutting the cladding
panel exposing its front face or back face.
[0045] Alternatively, it is proposed for the irregular pat-
tern to be printed, screen-printed, and/or engraved on a
visible surface of the cladding panel, which may be a
ceramic panel or a laminated panel, for example.
[0046] Preferably, the transverse and longitudinal cut-
ting lines cutting lines will be marked:

• on the back face of the cladding panel; or

• on the front face by means of a soluble ink; or

• on a removable protective film adhered to the clad-
ding panel.

[0047] Any of these solutions allows correctly visualiz-
ing the cutting lines, while at the same time they allow
preventing said cutting lines from remaining visible after
installation.
[0048] According to a second aspect, the present in-
vention relates to a method of manufacturing a cuttable
cladding panel with a matching pattern such as the one
described above. The proposed method includes a de-
sign step which comprises:

• defining, on a cladding panel to be produced, a plu-
rality of transverse cutting lines, each one including
transverse intersecting points symmetrical with re-
spect to a longitudinal axis of symmetry, said trans-
verse intersecting points being in an identical posi-
tion in all the transverse cutting lines defined on said
cladding panel;

• defining, on said cladding panel to be produced,
pairs of longitudinal cutting lines symmetrical with
respect to the longitudinal axis of symmetry, each of
said longitudinal cutting lines including longitudinal
intersecting points, said longitudinal intersecting
points being in an identical position in the two longi-
tudinal cutting lines forming each pair of symmetrical
longitudinal cutting lines;

• defining, on said cladding panel to be produced, an
irregular pattern of elongated lines, veins, and/or
strips intersecting with the transverse cutting lines
at the transverse intersecting points and the longitu-
dinal cutting lines at the longitudinal intersecting
points.

each transverse intersecting point of a transverse cutting
line being defined at the same distance from a corner
point which said transverse cutting line goes through as
a corresponding longitudinal intersecting point defined in
the longitudinal cutting line passing through said corner
point;
and a manufacturing step which comprises producing

the cladding panel defined in the design step.
[0049] The transverse cutting lines may also be de-
fined forming pairs of transverse cutting lines symmetri-
cal with respect to a transverse axis of symmetry per-
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of symmetry.
[0050] According to a proposed additional embodi-
ment, the method comprises producing a cladding panel
in the manufacturing step and printing, engraving, or
screen-printing the irregular pattern on a visible surface
of said cladding panel.
[0051] Additionally, it is proposed for the manufactur-
ing step to comprise producing an artificial stone slab
including the irregular pattern of elongated lines, veins,
and/or strips embedded in said artificial stone slab, the
irregular pattern being made of a material visually distin-
guishable from the material forming the rest of the artifi-
cial stone slab.
[0052] The proposed method for the manufacture of
the artificial stone slab is proposed to include, according
to a preferred embodiment, at least the following produc-
tion steps:

• pouring of the material which constitutes the artificial
stone slab with no irregular pattern into a cast;

• at least one compaction step of the material which
constitutes the artificial stone slab without an irreg-
ular pattern;

• integration of the material forming the irregular pat-
tern into the previously compacted material;

• at least one compaction step of all the material which
constitutes the artificial stone slab;

• a curing step.

[0053] Said compaction step may be carried out, for
example, by pressure applied with rollers or with a flat
press and may be combined with vibration or optionally
vacuum. Compaction obtained only by vibration and/or
vacuum is also covered.
[0054] Curing may include the baking of the artificial
stone slab.
[0055] According to a third aspect, the present inven-
tion furthermore relates to the use of the cuttable cladding
panel with a matching pattern described above as kitchen
worktops with an irregular pattern of matching and con-
tinuous elongated lines, veins, and/or strips throughout
the entire kitchen worktop, the kitchen worktop being
formed by several parts of the same width obtained from
cutting the cladding panel along any pair of longitudinal
cutting lines, and along any transverse cutting line, sub-
sequently assembled with their corresponding corner
points coinciding with one another.
[0056] In other words, the present invention proposes
using the proposed cladding panel for cladding kitchen
worktops by cutting the cladding panel along the desired
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longitudinal and/or transverse cutting lines and joining
the resulting parts, achieving continuity in the pattern of
lines, veins, and/or strips between the adjacent parts.
[0057] This allows, for example, cutting the cladding
panel to different widths for adapting same to different
kitchen widths or for allowing the worktop to project to a
greater or lesser extent with respect to the furniture ar-
ranged in the lower part of the kitchen, while at the same
time it allows joining different parts, for example, to form
an L- or U-shaped worktop, always maintaining continuity
between the adjacent parts.
[0058] Likewise, a worktop can be joined to a side front,
maintaining the continuity of the pattern, or the pattern
of the worktop can even be linked with the pattern of the
splashback or a plinth.
[0059] Although this is the preferred use of the inven-
tion, the invention can also be for other uses, such as for
cladding walls or floors, for example.
[0060] It shall be understood that this invention also
covers deviations of less than 2cm from the theoretical
position described for the longitudinal and transverse in-
tersecting points without affecting the visual effect
sought.
[0061] Other features of the invention will become ap-
parent in the following detailed description of an embod-
iment.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0062] The foregoing and other advantages and fea-
tures will be clearly understood based the following de-
tailed description of an embodiment in reference to the
attached drawings which must be interpreted in an illus-
trative and non-limiting manner, in which:

Figure 1 shows an enlarged view of a portion of clad-
ding panel including multiple transverse and longi-
tudinal cutting lines, with all the different elements
thereof indicated with reference numbers;

Figure 2 shows the same view as Figure 1 but indi-
cating the distances in height between two corner
points and the respective transverse and longitudinal
intersecting points;

Figure 3 shows a view of a cladding panel before
cutting.

Figure 4 shows the same cladding panel shown in
Figure 3 but after reducing the width thereof by cut-
ting along two symmetrical longitudinal cutting lines,
after dividing the cladding panel by cutting it along a
transverse cutting line, and showing a first position
in which the left portion of the cladding panel has
been located on one side of the right portion by
means of a translational movement indicated by
means of arrows in the drawing, achieving pattern
continuity between the left and right portions;

Figure 5 shows the same cut cladding panel as Fig-
ure 4 but showing a second position in which the left
portion of the cladding panel has been located on
one side of the right portion by means of a transla-
tional movement and a 90º rotation in a direction
indicated by means of arrows in the drawing, achiev-
ing pattern continuity between the left and right por-
tions;

Figure 6 shows the same cut cladding panel as Fig-
ure 4 but showing a third position in which the left
portion of the cladding panel has been located on
one side of the right portion by means of a transla-
tional movement and a 90º rotation in another in-
verse direction indicated by means of arrows in the
drawing, achieving pattern continuity between the
left and right portions;

Figure 7 shows a first phase of the design step for
designing the cladding panel in which the longitudi-
nal and transverse cutting lines and the longitudinal
and transverse intersecting points are defined;

Figure 8 shows a second phase of the design step
for designing the cladding panel in which the pattern
of lines, veins, and/or strips is defined on the cladding
panel, passing through the previously defined trans-
verse and longitudinal intersecting points;

Figure 9 shows the use of the proposed cladding
panel as a G-shaped kitchen worktop formed by four
attached parts maintaining pattern continuity, said
four parts being obtained by cutting the proposed
cladding panel or several cladding panels that are
identical or have identical features and dimensions.
This drawing also shows a splashback in a horizontal
position on the left-hand side of the drawing and
formed by two attached parts, maintaining pattern
continuity with one another and with the worktop,
and a plinth in a horizontal position on the lower side
of the drawing, formed from the leftover after cutting
the cladding panel forming the worktop, and main-
tains pattern continuity with said worktop;

Figure 10 shows a set of nine square cladding parts
obtained from cutting the cladding panel, with all of
them having an identical pattern and being attached
to one another in different orientations forming a con-
tinuous cladding for floors or walls.

Detailed Description of an Embodiment

[0063] The attached drawings show illustrative non-
limiting embodiments of the present invention.
[0064] Figures 1 and 2 show an enlarged view of a
portion of a cladding panel 1 like the one proposed, where
two longitudinal edges of the cladding panel 1 and a
transverse edge determining a rectangular cladding pan-
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el 1 can be seen.
[0065] The shown portion of the cladding panel 1 fur-
ther comprises a longitudinal axis of symmetry SL in its
center, parallel to and equidistant from the two longitu-
dinal edges, in addition to two symmetrical longitudinal
cutting lines 30, shown by a discontinuous line, arranged
on either side of the longitudinal axis of symmetry SL.
[0066] The cladding panel 1 also includes three trans-
verse cutting lines 20 equidistant from one another and
perpendicular with respect to the longitudinal axis of sym-
metry SL.
[0067] Said longitudinal and transverse cutting lines
30 and 20 can be, for example, printed with washable
ink on the surface of the cladding panel 1 to allow their
elimination after installing the cladding panel 1, or alter-
natively marked, for example, on the borders of the panel
or indicated in a measurement table.
[0068] In this example, the cladding panel 1 further-
more has an irregular pattern 10 in the form of zigzagging
veins going through its surface, imitating the natural veins
of a marble panel in this example.
[0069] The veins forming the pattern 10 intersect with
the longitudinal cutting lines 30 only at longitudinal inter-
secting points 31, and they intersect with the transverse
cutting lines 20 only at transverse intersecting points 21.
[0070] Furthermore, the longitudinal cutting lines 30 in-
tersect with the transverse cutting lines 20 at corner
points P given that, if the cladding panel is cut following
two longitudinal and transverse cutting lines 30 and 20,
the corner point P will become one of the corners of the
resulting cladding panel portion.
[0071] In this example, some transverse and longitu-
dinal intersecting points 21 and 31 and some corner
points P coincide with one another.
[0072] The transverse intersecting points 21 of each
transverse cutting line 20 are symmetrical with respect
to the longitudinal axis of symmetry SL and arranged in
an identical position with respect to the longitudinal axis
of symmetry SL in all the transverse cutting lines 20. In
other words, the transverse intersecting points 21 of a
transverse cutting line 20 are aligned, in a direction par-
allel to the longitudinal axis of symmetry SL, with the
transverse intersecting points 21 of the remaining trans-
verse cutting lines 20.
[0073] This allows cutting the cladding panel 1 along
any transverse cutting line 20, obtaining a transverse
edge with identical transverse intersecting points 21 at
all times.
[0074] In an equivalent manner, it is proposed for the
longitudinal intersecting points 31 of two longitudinal cut-
ting lines 30, that are symmetrical with respect to the
longitudinal axis of symmetry SL and constitute a pair of
longitudinal cutting lines 30, to also be located in an iden-
tical position in both longitudinal cutting lines 30, the lon-
gitudinal intersecting points 31 of one longitudinal cutting
line 30 being aligned with a symmetrical longitudinal in-
tersecting point 31 located in the other longitudinal cutting
line 30.

[0075] Furthermore, it is proposed for each transverse
intersecting point 21 on a cutting line 20 to be located at
a distance, with respect to a corner point P, that is equal
to the complementary longitudinal intersecting points 31
located in a longitudinal cutting line passing through said
corner point P.
[0076] This feature is shown in Figure 2 which indicates
how two transverse intersecting points 21 are located at
a distance D1 and D2 with respect to a corner point P,
those distances being equal to distances D1’ and D2’ of
two longitudinal intersecting points 31 with respect to that
same corner point P of a longitudinal cutting line 30 pass-
ing through said corner point P.
[0077] Likewise, Figure 2 also shows how four trans-
verse intersecting points 21 are located at a distance D3,
D4, D5, and D6 with respect to a corner point P’, those
distances being equal to distances D3’, D4’, D5’, and D6’
of two longitudinal intersecting points 31 with respect to
that same corner point P’ of a longitudinal cutting line 30
passing through said corner point P’.
[0078] When these features are met, by cutting the
cladding panel 1 along any of the transverse cutting lines
20 and along any pair of symmetrical longitudinal cutting
lines 30, the resulting part will be able to fit with other
parts, achieving continuity in the pattern 10.
[0079] Figure 3 shows an example of a complete clad-
ding panel 1 before cutting only with an indication of the
longitudinal cutting lines 20 and transverse cutting lines
20.
[0080] Figure 4 shows the same cladding panel 1 after
having reduced its width by cutting it along a pair of sym-
metrical longitudinal cutting lines 30, the cladding panel
1 also having been divided further into two portions. The
resulting left portion has been moved following the direc-
tion indicated by the arrows and placed adjacent to the
right portion of the cladding panel 1, causing one of their
respective corner points P to coincide. The result is an
L-shaped cladding panel 1 the pattern 10 of which
presents the matching and continuity of veins between
the attached portions.
[0081] Figure 5 shows how those same left and right
portions can also be connected achieving continuity in
the pattern 10 when the left portion is not only translated
but also rotated 90º in one direction.
[0082] Likewise, Figure 6 shows how the pattern 10
also coincides when the left portion is rotated 90º in an-
other inverse direction.
[0083] Therefore, Figures 4, 5, and 6 demonstrate the
great versatility of the system which allows very freely
combining the portions resulting from cutting the cladding
panel 1, achieving continuity in the pattern 10, in this
example veins, between the adjacent portions at all
times.
[0084] Naturally, if multiple cladding panels 1 the lon-
gitudinal and transverse cutting lines 30 and 20 of which
have the longitudinal and transverse intersecting points
31, 21 in an identical position are produced, this effect
may also be achieved by combining cut portions of dif-
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ferent cladding panels 1.
[0085] Figure 7 shows a design step of the proposed
method which consists of defining on a cladding panel 1
the position of the longitudinal cutting lines 30 and trans-
verse cutting lines 20 and their corresponding longitudi-
nal intersecting points 31 and transverse intersecting
points 21, according to the rules described above.
[0086] In this example, the cladding panel 1 is a clad-
ding panel 1 which, in addition to the longitudinal axis of
symmetry SL, includes a transverse axis of symmetry ST
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of symmetry SL.
[0087] The transverse cutting lines 20 are symmetrical
on both sides of the transverse axis of symmetry ST.
[0088] Once the longitudinal intersecting points 31 and
transverse intersecting points 21 are defined, the next
design step consists of defining an irregular pattern 10
of lines, veins, and/or strips which must intersect with the
longitudinal intersecting lines 30 and transverse inter-
secting lines 20 only at the longitudinal intersecting points
31 and transverse intersecting points 21.
[0089] This step can be performed, for example, by
applying the teachings of document WO2016189377
mentioned above.
[0090] In this example (see Figure 8), a cutting band
32 has furthermore been defined on each side of the
longitudinal axis of symmetry SL between two longitudi-
nal cutting lines 30, assuring that all the lines, veins,
and/or strips of the pattern 10 contained in said cutting
band 32 are straight and defined at a 45º angle with
respect to the two longitudinal cutting lines 30 limiting the
cutting band 32, each connecting two longitudinal inter-
secting points 31 of the two longitudinal cutting lines 30
demarcating the cutting band 32.
[0091] As a result of this feature, any line contained in
said cutting band 32 and parallel to the longitudinal cut-
ting lines 30 will intersect with the pattern 10 at longitu-
dinal intersecting points 31 complying with the require-
ments described above, converting said line into a lon-
gitudinal cutting line 30. Therefore, it can be considered
that the cutting band 32 contains infinite longitudinal cut-
ting lines 30, which allows cutting the cladding panel 1
to any desired width, within the range defined between
the two cutting bands 32 symmetrical with respect to the
longitudinal axis of symmetry SL.
[0092] Figure 9 shows an example of the use that can
be made of the proposed cladding panel 1. In this case,
the portions obtained from cutting the cladding panel 1
have been used for cladding a kitchen worktop 40.
[0093] In this example, a G-shaped kitchen comprising
four portions of connected cladding panel 1 has been
proposed, successfully maintaining continuity in the pat-
tern 10, in this example veins, between the four adjacent
portions.
[0094] The manner in which it would be possible to
clad a vertical wall of the kitchen above the worktop 40,
corresponding to the splashback 41 of the kitchen or to
a plinth 42, or below the worktop 40, corresponding to
the front 43 of the worktop, is furthermore shown, achiev-

ing continuity in the pattern 10 also between the portions
of cladding panel 1 of the worktop 40 and the vertical wall.
[0095] In Figure 9, the portions of the cladding panel
1 intended for forming the splashback 41 or the front 43
of the worktop 40 have been drawn in a landscape ori-
entation to show that the pattern 10 is continuous with
the worktop 40.
[0096] This embodiment shows, by way of example,
the splashback 41 on the left side of the drawing and also
a plinth 42 on the lower side of the drawing.
[0097] Plinths 42 can be obtained from small portions
obtained from cutting the cladding panel 1, thereby better
utilizing the cladding panel 1 and reducing leftover.
[0098] It is contemplated that a cladding panel 1 may
contain two parallel longitudinal axes of symmetry SL,
each with its respective symmetrical longitudinal cutting
lines 30 and transverse cutting lines 20, which allow lon-
gitudinally dividing the cladding panel 1 into two halves,
each of them containing a longitudinal axis of symmetry
SL which allows obtaining other portions with a matching
pattern of each of the two halves.
[0099] It will be understood that the different parts mak-
ing up the invention described in an embodiment can be
freely combined with parts described in other different
embodiments even though said combination has not
been explicitly described, provided that the combination
does not entail any drawback.

Claims

1. A cuttable cladding panel with a matching pattern
including:

• a front face and a back face, the front face
including an irregular pattern (10) of elongated
lines, veins, and/or strips;
• transverse cutting lines (20) determining cut-
ting lines for cutting the cladding panel (1) to
obtain portions of cladding panel (1) of different
lengths;
• longitudinal cutting lines (30), symmetrical with
respect to a longitudinal axis of symmetry (SL)
forming pairs of longitudinal cutting lines (30),
orthogonal to the transverse cutting lines (20),
determining cutting lines for cutting the cladding
panel (1) to obtain portions of cladding panel (1)
of different widths; wherein
• each longitudinal cutting line (30) cuts through
the elongated lines, veins, and/or strips of the
irregular pattern (10) at longitudinal intersecting
points (31) and each transverse cutting line (20)
cuts through the elongated lines, veins, and/or
strips of the irregular pattern (10) at transverse
intersecting points (21);
• each transverse cutting line (20) intersects with
each longitudinal cutting line (30) at a corner
point (P); and wherein
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• all the transverse cutting lines (20) have the
corresponding transverse intersecting points
(21) in an identical position, in longitudinal align-
ment, said transverse intersecting points (21)
being symmetrical with respect to the longitudi-
nal axis of symmetry (SL);
• the two longitudinal cutting lines (30) of each
pair of longitudinal cutting lines (30) has the cor-
responding longitudinal intersecting points (31)
in an identical position, in transverse alignment;
• each transverse intersecting point (21) of a
transverse cutting line (20) is at the same dis-
tance from a corner point (P) which said trans-
verse cutting line (20) goes through as a corre-
sponding longitudinal intersecting point (31) of
a longitudinal cutting line (30) going through the
same corner point (P);

such that two parts obtained by cutting the cladding
panel (1) along any transverse cutting line (20)
and/or along any pair of longitudinal cutting lines
(30), when located adjacent to their respective coin-
ciding corner points (P), will have, therebetween, a
matching and continuous irregular pattern (10) of
elongated lines, veins, and/or strips.

2. The cladding panel according to claim 1, wherein the
transverse cutting lines (20) form pairs of transverse
cutting lines (20) symmetrical with respect to a trans-
verse axis of symmetry (ST).

3. The cladding panel according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
between two longitudinal cutting lines (30) located
on one and the same side of the longitudinal axis of
symmetry (SL) there is a plurality of adjacent longi-
tudinal cutting lines (30) separated by a distance
forming a cutting band (32), the longitudinal inter-
secting points (31) of the longitudinal cutting lines
(30) of said cutting band (32) being connected to one
another by means of lines, veins, and/or strips of the
irregular pattern (10) that are inclined 45º with re-
spect to said longitudinal cutting lines (30).

4. The cladding panel according to claim 3, wherein the
mentioned distance separating the longitudinal cut-
ting lines (30) of a cutting band (32) is equal to or
less than 10 mm, or equal to or less than 4 mm.

5. The cladding panel according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the irregular pattern (10) sim-
ulates veins of natural stone.

6. The cladding panel according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein:

• the irregular pattern (10) is formed by elongat-
ed lines, veins, and/or strips that are embedded
in said cladding panel (1) and made of a material

visually distinguishable from the material form-
ing the rest of the cladding panel (1); or
• the irregular pattern (10) is printed, screen-
printed, and/or engraved on a visible surface of
the cladding panel (1).

7. The cladding panel according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the cladding panel (1) is a
ceramic panel or a laminated panel.

8. The cladding panel according to any one of preced-
ing claims 1 to 6, wherein the cladding panel (1) is
an artificial stone slab.

9. The cladding panel according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the cladding panel (1) in-
cludes several adjacent and parallel longitudinal ax-
es of symmetry (ST), each being provided with re-
spective pairs of longitudinal cutting lines (30).

10. The cladding panel according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the transverse cutting lines
(20) and longitudinal cutting lines (30) are marked in
the cladding panel (1):

• on the back face of the cladding panel (1); or
• on the front face by means of a soluble ink; or
• on a removable protective film adhered to the
cladding panel (1).

11. A manufacturing method for manufacturing a cutta-
ble cladding panel with a matching pattern such as
the one described in the preceding claims, which
method comprises a design step which comprises:

• defining, on a cladding panel (1) to be pro-
duced, a plurality of transverse cutting lines (20),
each one including transverse intersecting
points (21) symmetrical with respect to a longi-
tudinal axis of symmetry (SL), said transverse
intersecting points (21) being in an identical po-
sition in all the transverse cutting lines (20) de-
fined on said cladding panel (1);
• defining, on said cladding panel (1) to be pro-
duced, pairs of longitudinal cutting lines (30)
symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal axis
of symmetry (SL), each of said longitudinal cut-
ting lines (30) including longitudinal intersecting
points (31), said longitudinal intersecting points
(31) being in an identical position in the two lon-
gitudinal cutting lines (30) forming each pair of
symmetrical longitudinal cutting lines (30);
• defining, on said cladding panel (1) to be pro-
duced, an irregular pattern (10) of elongated
lines, veins, and/or strips intersecting with the
transverse cutting lines (20) at the transverse
intersecting points (21) and the longitudinal cut-
ting lines (30) at the longitudinal intersecting
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points (31).

each transverse intersecting point (21) of a trans-
verse cutting line (20) being defined at the same dis-
tance from a corner point (P) which said transverse
cutting line (20) goes through as a corresponding
longitudinal intersecting point (31) defined in the lon-
gitudinal cutting line (30) passing through said corner
point (P);
and a manufacturing step which comprises produc-
ing the cladding panel (1) defined in the design step.

12. The manufacturing method according to claim 11,
wherein the transverse cutting lines (20) are defined
forming pairs of transverse cutting lines (20) sym-
metrical with respect to a transverse axis of symme-
try (ST).

13. The manufacturing method according to claim 11 or
12, wherein the manufacturing step comprises pro-
ducing a cladding panel (1) and printing, engraving,
or screen-printing the irregular pattern (10) on a vis-
ible surface of said cladding panel (1).

14. The manufacturing method according to claim 11 or
12, wherein the manufacturing step comprises pro-
ducing an artificial stone slab including the irregular
pattern (10) of elongated lines, veins, and/or strips
embedded in said artificial stone slab, the irregular
pattern being made of a material visually distinguish-
able from the material forming the rest of the artificial
stone slab.15. Use of the cuttable cladding panel with
a matching pattern described in claims 1 to 10 as a
kitchen worktop (40) with an irregular pattern (10) of
matching and continuous elongated lines, veins,
and/or strips throughout the entire kitchen worktop
(40), the kitchen worktop (40) being formed by sev-
eral parts of the same width, obtained from cutting
the cladding panel (1) along any pair of longitudinal
cutting lines (30), and along any transverse cutting
line (20), subsequently assembled with their corre-
sponding corner points (P) coinciding with one an-
other.

15. The manufacturing method according to claim 14,
wherein the manufacture of the artificial stone slab
includes at least the following production steps:

• pouring of the material which constitutes the
artificial stone slab with no irregular pattern into
a cast;
• at least one compaction step of the material
which constitutes the artificial stone slab without
an irregular pattern;
• integration of the material forming the irregular
pattern into the previously compacted material;
• at least one compaction step of all the material
which constitutes the artificial stone slab;

• a curing step.

16. Use of the cuttable cladding panel with a matching
pattern described in Claims 1 to 10 as a kitchen work-
tops (40) with an irregular pattern (10) of matching
and continuous elongated lines, veins, and/or strips
throughout the entire kitchen worktop (40), the kitch-
en worktop (40) being formed by several parts of the
same width obtained from cutting the cladding panel
(1) along any pair of longitudinal cutting lines (30),
and along any transverse cutting line (20), subse-
quently assembled with their corresponding corner
points (P) coinciding with one another.
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